The article outlines the approaches to defining universal subjecthood properties from cognitive, generative, and functional perspectives. Three types of languages are distinguished according to the type of null subjects, they allow pro-drop, topic-drop, and discourse (radical)-drop. It is shown that phonologically unrealized subjects occur in Old Germanic languages and Modern Germanic vernaculars. Old Germanic null subjects are analysed as for their syntactic distribution, relation to verb agreement, and person reference, which helps identify their similar and distinct features. The distribution of null subjects does not seem to depend on the richness of verbal inflection; third-person null subjects are registered more frequently than first- or second-person ones. Null subjects in main clauses are more numerous than those in subordinate clauses. Old Icelandic, demonstrates a higher frequency of unexpressed subjects in subordinate clauses.
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Introduction
Grammatical subjecthood has been described in a number of linguistic schools and has been defined from different perspectives. The discussion of this type of grammatical relations is marked by the diversity of viewpoints and leads to a certain degree of theoretical disagreement as for its nature and status. The questions arise concerning the conclusive ways of characterizing the subjects and the possibility of recognizing them in every language, i.e. the universality of the subject [7; 8; 11].

Theoretical Background
In functionally oriented approaches, subject is linked to semantic functions in terms of cases, prototypical semantic role (e.g. ‘agent’ in active clause), or hierarchies of functions and roles [11, 7]. A number of characteristic properties are typically applied to identify subjects in different languages. Triggering verbal agreement, binding anaphors, and the ability to undergo raising to subject and to object are among the most frequently noted canonical subject properties [1; 6; 11, 1–2]. However, grammatical behaviours
of subjects differ from one language to the next, and these specific characterizations seem not to allow a unifying definition of the sentence constituent. In search of universal schematic definitions, cognitive grammar looks to the focusing of attention as one of the basic cognitive abilities. In view of varied language strategies, preferences, and conventions, different clausal participants may appear in focus of attention, that is, become prominent. R. Langacker aims at a more abstract and universal definition of subject and highlights the interplay between semantic roles and focal prominence as the aspects of conceptual organization. Semantic roles are pertaining to conceptual content; they are inherent in the structure of the occurrence, while focal prominence is a matter of construal and resides in the directing of attention. Typological language variation demonstrates different default choices of prominent elements (the two major options being the semantic roles of agent and patient) and the level of consistency in correlation between a particular semantic role and the focal prominence [7, 365–366]. The participants of a profiled relationship are conferred with different degrees of focal prominence. In particular, primary and secondary prominence degrees are schematic characterizations of subject and object respectively. Hence subject is defined as a nominal expression that specifies the primary focal participant, or the trajector of a profiled relationship, while other constituents are secondary figures, e.g., the object that specifies the landmark. There may be different candidates for primary focal prominence. For instance, imposing the trajector status on the agent or patient results in active or passive structures, as in

**Floyd broke the glass vs. The glass was broken by Floyd** [7, 367–369].

Following Langacker’s presentation of the conceptual structure of the nominal group and the clause as the three-layered construct consisting of type specification, instantiation, and grounding, M. Tavaniotti interprets subject as the Instantiator (a clausal element that instantiates a certain semantic role) and claims that it is the “primary syntagm-forming element for realizing processual meanings” [11, 10–19].

### Methods

The idea of subject prominence is reflected in various versions of generative grammar. Initially, subject was presented as the constituent that takes the first level position below the top of a tree sentence diagram [S NP (= Subject) VP]; in later versions of generative theory, it is analyzed as the external argument. The generation of subject remains at issue, which leads to the diverse views of its position: as specifier of IP (inflection), VP, Fin (finiteness), TP (tense), or EventP [4; 8; 11].

Canonically, subject is represented by a nominal group in the nominative case. There are languages, however, that can leave the subject of a sentence unexpressed (= null). The main types of null subject languages are distinguished according to the kind of unexpressed subject they admit and structural configurations that allow null subjects [3, 4–7]. According to H. A. Sigurðsson, there are three types of languages: the Romance pro drop type (1), the Germanic topic drop type (2), and the Chinese discourse (= radical) drop type (3) [10, 269].

1. **It** Parlo/Parli islandese.  
   speak 1SG/2SG Icelandic  
   ‘I/You speak Icelandic.’
2. **Sw** Kommer tillbaks imorgon.  
   come Ø -AGR back tomorrow  
   ‘[I/We/She, etc.] will be back tomorrow.’
3. **Chi** Kanjian ta le.  
   see Ø -AGR he PERF Ø -AGR  
   ‘[He/She, etc.] saw him.’

### Results and Discussion

If a full, referential subject can remain unexpressed, the language is referred to as a canonical / full null subject language or a full pro-drop one. Greek, all Romance languages excluding French, Turkish, Arabic (in main clauses) are considered to be canonical null subject languages. The category of pro denotes an empty pronoun that fills in the canonical subject position [3, 2–3]. In this sense, the parameter is regarded as a morphological/lexical one, rather than a purely syntactic one. For instance, in Italian, virtually any clause can be uttered leaving the subject unexpressed, though sentences with overt subjects are also perfectly grammatical. Here, the agreement on the verb is analyzed as an incorporated pronoun, with first and second person matching the speaker and addressee features and third person matching an aboutness-shift topic [3, 1; 10, 273; 12, 272]. Example (4) demonstrates the difference between a sentence in Italian and the corresponding sentence in English, which by contrast does not admit a null subject.

4. **It** (Voi) state leggendo un libro.  
   Eng *(You PL)* are reading a book.

Languages that allow unexpressed subjects, as well as objects, and do not have any verbal inflection are defined as radical pro-drop or discourse pro-drop languages. Here belong many Asian languages: Chinese, Japanese, Korean, Thai, Vietnamese etc. [2: 3, 3; 10, 269–270; 12, 272]. The following sentences in Vietnamese (5) demonstrate that arguments can be omitted quite freely without any agreement marking on the verb or on other verb related functional elements [2]. The verb is a bare stem, lacking person and number inflection. Both subject and object can remain unexpressed if they can be recovered through antecedents accessible in the discourse context.
According to H. A. Sigurðsson, Romance (pro-drop) null subjects differ from the Germanic (topic drop) and the Chinese (discourse = radical drop) types in being conditioned by verb agreement. Discourse drop languages have no clause-internal restrictions. Germanic null subjects, in turn, structurally differ from the other types in being restricted to clauses with an empty Spec. C. Germanic referential null subjects must thus have access to Spec, C [10, 268–270]. Sentence (6) in Swedish exemplifies Empty Spec, C position, but no agreement.

(6) Sw Kommer tillbaks imorgon.
    come Ø -AGR back tomorrow
    'I/We/She, etc. will be back tomorrow.'

In partial null subject languages, the number of contexts, allowable for unexpressed subjects, is limited. The parameter is restricted to specific structures or feature composition of subject pronouns. Null subjects are optional in some contexts where they are obligatory in full (= consistent) null-subject languages and excluded in non-null-subject languages, and excluded in some contexts where they are allowed in consistent null-subject languages. [3, 4–5; 5, 59–60]. For example, in Finnish, which is a partial null subject language, not all referential subjects can be null: first and second person subjects can be omitted, but third person cannot, compare (7) and (8):

(7) Finn (Sinä) puhut englantia
    'You speak 2 SG English.'

(8) Finn (He) puhuvat englantia
    'They speak 3 PL English.'

The difference is also made between thematic and non-thematic subjects, i.e. argumental, fully referential DP subjects and expletive subjects. Expletive null subject languages admit an unexpressed expletive subject, but do not allow a null referential subject. Partial and expletive null subject languages are different in that in the former subject omission is determined by syntactic conditions, while in the latter it is determined by the nature (referential or expletive) of the subject [3, 7]. In the following examples from Brazilian Portuguese (9) and Finnish (10), the weather-predicates do not license a theta-marked subject and have no overt expletive subject [5, 62].

(9) BP Está chovendo.
    is raining
    'It's raining.'
English and Old Swedish, where occurrence of null subjects is restricted [6, 37–38].

Old Germanic verb forms feature a rather strong agreement morphology. Being so distinct, they may provide supplementary information about the subject (subject pronoun), which then may become redundant and remain unexpressed. This idea leads to the assumption that subject omission is related to the richness of verbal inflection. However, a number of scholars claim to provide the evidence for the opposite [6, 39; 9, 154–160; 13]. In Old English, for example, verb forms that help unambiguously identify an omitted subject are singular ones, while plural forms do not have person distinction. Irrespective of this fact, both singular and plural subjects appear as null constituents, see (11) and (17), (18) [12, 279–280; 13, 161].

(17) OE  ic sæcge þe þæt to ðisse niht æþpon hona  
  cræd þriow ðað me onsæcest.  
  (Rushworth, Matthew 26.34)  
  I say you that on this night before cock crows  
  thrice þæt pro me deny 2 SG  
  ‘I say to you that this night before the cock crows you will deny me three times.’

(18) OE  þa lædde mon forð sumne blinde mon.  
  then led man NOM forth some ACC  
  blind ACC man ACC  
  Wæs ðærest læddæ to Bretæ bishops (Bede)  
  was first led to Britons GEN bishops DAT  
  ‘Then someone led forth a blind man.  
  He was first led to the priests of the Britons’.

Another argument in favour of that unexpressed subjects were not dependent on or facilitated by distinct verb agreement is that they were largely lost in Old High German period, although the language distinguished six verb forms marked for person and number and featured no substantial weakening of inflectional endings in its diachronic development. Likewise, Icelandic referential null subjects disappeared during the 18th and 19th centuries without any related changes in the verb agreement paradigm. Furthermore, in Old Swedish, singular null subjects were more common than plural, although there was only one verb form for singular [9].

There is less consistency in distributional features of unexpressed subjects in the discussed languages. In Old English and Old Swedish, null variants are more typical for main clauses, as in (11), (14), (18), than for subordinate ones, see (17), (21).

(21) OE  godfremendra swylcum gife þe þæt  
  good-doers GEN such DAT given is that  
  þone hilderas hæl gedigeð (Beowulf)  
  the ACC battle-charge ACC hail endure  
  ‘To such performers of noble deeds it will be  
  granted that  
  they survive the assault unharmed’.

Old High German embedded clauses with null subjects are registered with main clause word order, and clauses with the finite verb in final position license an overt subject. This fact allows generalization that Old High German null subjects are restricted to main clauses. Conversely, in Old Icelandic sentences display slightly rarer occurrences of dropped subjects in main or conjunct clauses (13) as compared to subordinate ones (20) [6, 4–17, 38; 9, 155–156; 12, 276; 13, 163–173].

**Conclusions**

The analysis of null subject characteristics in Old Germanic languages suggests that they show some similarities. Overall, null subjects are more common in main clause contexts, though they are registered in subordinate clauses as well. Rich verb paradigms do not seem to be the crucial factor for licensing null subjects. The distribution of unexpressed subjects is more determined by the person reference, as third-person omitted arguments are most frequent. Finally, gradual loss of null subjects is not related to the diachronic decrease of the number of distinct verb forms because it is also observed in languages that preserved verb inflections.
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